CHOICE STAYS

SCENIC

SOJOURNS
Bust out the camera because these dreamy
spaces come out ahead in bringing spectacular
outdoor views straight to your hotel room

ATHENS

Villa Hurmuses
Kalogera 34, Mikonos, Greece
villahurmuses.com
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Claim to fame
Nestled in a cosy corner near
Mykonos Town, Villa
Hurmuses’s feather in its cap
is the staff’s warm hospitality
– their genuine
thoughtfulness adds a
personal touch to this Greek
oasis’ myriad provisions.
Eye candy
The sight of the whitewashed
architecture in Mykonos
village against the surreal
blues of the Aegean Sea is
one to behold, while the
hotel’s elevated location gives
incomparable sweeping views
of the island.
Rave review
“Villa Hurmuses is the perfect
sanctuary for those who want
an entire villa to themselves.
Special mention to Ernesto
and Ana Marie – their
boundless hospitality made
checking out a difficult one!”

NANCHANG

Shangri-La Hotel Nanchang
No. 669, Cui Lin Road,
Honggutan New District,
Nanchang, Jiangxi Province,
China
shangri-la.com
Claim to fame
Shangri-La Hotel Nanchang’s
strategic location endows views
of the city’s splendour alongside
its natural bounty. The ambrosial
dining area and state-of-the-art
hotel spa also assure that guests’
relaxation needs are catered to
24/7.
Eye candy
Come nightfall, the hotel boasts
enchanting sights of
Nanchang’s lit-up skyline and
its reflection in the Ganjiang
River. Scenes of the city’s urban
and natural resplendence can
also be glimpsed from here.
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Rave review
“The water show during evenings
at around 7:30 p.m. was an extra
treat because the hotel wasn’t far
from where it was playing. It’s like
getting free entertainment!”

SINGAPORE

Oakwood Premier OUE
Singapore
6 Shenton Way, OUE
Downtown 1, Singapore
oakwoodasia.com/
singapore-cbd
Claim to fame
Serviced apartments par
excellence. From an equipped
kitchen to a savvy in-room
tablet (with an app specifically
for room service), the
Oakwood Premier OUE
Singapore is a stress-busting
refuge for business and leisure
travellers alike.
Eye candy
Feast your eyes on
Singapore’s glorious skyline
when checked in here.
Situated in the lively
downtown district, the
serviced apartment offers a
striking juxtaposition of
towering skyscrapers on one
side, and the harbour on the
other.

Note: Guest
testimonials
are based on
Booking.com
reviews and
are edited for
clarity.

Rave review
“For its accessible location,
friendly staff, and gorgeous
rooms – we’d recommend
Oakwood Premier OUE
Singapore over and over again.”
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